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A: You'll have to do some coding if you want to parse and process the HTML. I'd start by
reading the input and then building a DOM tree using some SAX Parsing. There are many
options for this. If you can't find another option, this at least has an advantage of being fairly
easy to write: #!/usr/bin/perl use strict; use warnings; use XML::Simple; my $input = 'Rohit
Chauhan Chander Pahar Gaj '; my $parser = XML::Simple->new(); $parser->xml(1); my
$doc = $parser->parse( $input ); my $root = $doc->{root}; if ($doc->{root}) { if ($root->[0]
eq "html") { if ($root->[1] eq "header") { if ($root->[2] eq "title") { print "Title : $root->[3]";
} } } if ($root->[0] eq "div") { if ($root->[1] eq "p") { print $root->[2]; } } } EDIT I made
some changes to make it easier to parse and output the results. I also made the parser more
powerful so that it'll work with input which is free-form and different tags. #!/usr/bin/perl use
strict; use warnings; use XML::Simple; my $input = ' some input
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